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Change of part numbering on the DENSO CR Injector and Pumps for 
Aftermarket
Due to global standardization of DENSO products, we hereby announce a part numbering change of our CR Injector and CR Pump 
range for the aftermarket in Europe.

The part number printed on the body will change from the DENSO 10-digit part number to the (already existing) catalogue part 
number (DCRI****** or DCRP******).

This new part numbering will be done for all CR Injectors and Supply Pumps packed in the aftermarket blue box. For further 
details, please consult the information below. 
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The complete list of affected part numbers is added to this bulletin

Affected range (Blue Box) Old design New design
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We also would like to express that the printed part number change will have no influence on the injector performance in the vehicle.

This part number printing change is considered as a "running change". So, for a period of time, it can be possible that both 
versions will be available.The existing stock will be sold first before the new version will be supplied.

The new standardised part numbering will be done for all CR injectors packed in the aftermarket blue box (See below). 

Change of part numbering on the DENSO CR Injector for 
Aftermarket 

Implementation of the new version is as of:   July, 2020.
In the following table the complete affected range of CR injectors can be found with the cross reference of the old and the new part 
number printed on the injector body.

Please be aware that in both cases this is still a genuine DENSO CR injector, meeting the OE specifications!

The part number printed on the body will change from the DENSO 10-digit part number to the (already existing) DCRI****** 

catalogue part number.

Please be aware that availability of part numbers can differ depending on sales region (EU / non-EU) or customer type 
(Service Network / non-Service Network). For the full availability, please utilize the price list provided by your local DENSO 
Aftermarket contact.
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Change of part numbering on the DENSO CR Pumps for 
Aftermarket

The complete list of affected part numbers is added to this bulletin

Affected range (Blue Box) Old design New design
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We also would like to express that the printed part number change will have no influence on the pump performance in the vehicle. 

This part number printing change is considered as a "running change". So, for a period of time, it can be possible that both versions 

will be available.The existing stock will be sold first before the new version will be supplied.

This new design will be done for all CR Pumps packed in the aftermarket blue box (See below). 

Implementation of the new version is as of:   July, 2020.
In the following table the complete affected range of CR Pumps can be found with the cross reference of the old and the new part 

number printed on the pump body.

Please be aware that in both cases it is still a genuine DENSO CR Pump, meeting the OE specifications!

The 10-digit part number will be removed  from the DENSO label and will now only display the (already existing) DCRP****** 

catalogue part number.

Please be aware that availability of part numbers can differ depending on sales region (EU / non-EU) or customer type (Service 
Network / non-Service Network). For the full availability, please utilize the price list provided by your local DENSO Aftermarket 
contact.
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Change of part numbering on the DENSO CR Pumps for 
Aftermarket
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